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ABSTRACT
Islamic Sharia is considered a complete and comprehensive law for all the requirements of life. The Holy Qur’an is the first fundamentals of Sharia, indicating its provisions and supported by the noble Sunnah, and it is the second source of Islamic law. Its sources, and the significance of the Holy Qur’an in its entirety, dedicated to its year and limitation to the absolute. It has a legal text, and the act or omission is not considered a crime unless this act is forbidden or imposed by divine legislation. This is because the legislator has to state what he is being punished for, and this meaning is mentioned in the rule: ((There is no crime or punishment except by the text))

The main question in this paper is how did Islamic law deal with this rule?
And the sub-questions: What is the meaning of the rule and its vocabulary? What are its evidence and its most important applications?
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In the name of of Allah the Merciful

Introduction
The Almighty said: (We have not given us a messenger). [1], and blessings and peace be upon the last of the prophets and messengers Mustafa Muhammad, and his chosen divine family.

Or published
Islamic law is a complete and comprehensive condition for all life, so he says: Today we complete your religion and I have perfected my grace over you and chose Islam for you ([2], and the Almighty said: “We sent down a book to you that clarifies everything, guidance, mercy, and good news for Muslims.” [3] The Holy Quran is the first the fundamentals of Sharia, an indication of its provisions, and the honorable Sunnah upheld it, which is the second source. Of the sources of Sharia, and an indication of the Holy Qur’an in full and dedicated to its year and limited to the absolute, and Sharia does not leave a reality unless it has a legal text, and the act or abandonment is not. Unless this act is forbidden or forbidden by divine legislation, because the legislator has to state what he is punished for, and this meaning is expressed in the rule: ((There is no crime and no punishment except with a text)).

The main question in this paper is how Islamic law dealt with this rule?
And the sub-questions: What is the meaning of the rule and its vocabulary? What are its significance and its most important applications? This research included three demands, the first of which was in explaining the terminology of al-Qaeda, the second: in rooting the rule from legal evidence and principles, and the third: in the most important applications. Add to the introduction and conclusion.

The first requirement :In a statement of base terminology(( There is no crime and no punishment except with a text))
Since the perception of something is a condition for judgment, it is important to get acquainted with the concept of base terminology. Therefore, it was necessary to define it, so we spoke about it in several branches:
The first branch :the concept of al-Qaeda in language and idiom
First the base language
The basis [4], compiled on the rules: the foundations of a thing and its arrival (the Almighty) While the rules of Ibrahim al-Bat were raised ([5]. According to al-Arab: ((rules: basically, the rules) from the house was. Al-Zajaj said: The construction is deliberate .. The rules of haddaj: four logs at the bottom of the ride, the sticks of the bridegroom in. Abu Obeid said: The rules of the cloud against which the objectionable in the horizons of Paradise is similar to the rules of construction)) [6]. And raising the provisions in the previous verse means building on them [7]. From the previous definitions that I mentioned, it becomes clear that the meaning closest to the rule is the first meaning, which is the basis. Because the provisions are based on them, and the wall is built on the foundation.

The second: the rule traditionally
Some of them know him, Noha: ((The subject of the faculty applies to all fractions)) [8]. And the second of his definition: ((The whole issue is that it forcibly includes provisions for the details of its subject)) [9]. Third and its definition: ((It is given meanings: synonymous with origin, law, object, control, and intention. I knew that it is a comprehensive system that applies to all its parts when its provisions are determined from it)) [10]. Note on these definitions that they are consistent in meaning, although sometimes they have expressed the case, and other times in total order.

The second branch: the concept of crime in language and convention
First: The meaning of the language crime
The offense: in the sense of guilt - and the offender: the perpetrator, the culprit: the sinner [11] and the acquisition of sins. I heard the Arabs say: So-and-so, and so is his family’s crime, that is, their blasphemy. And they went out for the offense of his family, meaning that he would gain them [12] Explain the verse :) And God criminalizes you that people are tempting your truthfulness from the Sacred Mosque to disagree ([13] in this sense, that is, I do not do regardless of your earnings, for they consider them what is not permissible for you by Sharia [14]. The most common mischief is bad earning [15]

Second: the crime convention
Legal offenses and prohibitions that God commanded by Himself or discretionary [16], and this definition includes the crime that is committed by committing a forbidden act, and also includes the act that is done by refraining from doing the command, since the word includes the "legal prohibitions" involved. It was also known as: ((An act or abstention from the Sharia in forbidding and punishing it)) [17] and Abu Zahra (T.: 1394 AH) defined it: ((It is disobedience) what God commanded by virtue of the Sharia) [18]. The last definition is general so that it includes the crime punishable by the worldly ruler, as well as the acts that are punishable by the penalties of legal commission that constitute expiation for sins, in addition to the punishments that are postponed until the Day of Resurrection with our Lord. Realms [19].

Section III: The concept of punishment language idiomatically
First: Punishment in language
The word punishment is the noun of the verb "after," which is the punishment for sin, hardship, and difficulty. And it has been mentioned in language dictionaries: ((Punishment and punishment is a man's reward for what he did badly, and the name is the punishment, and his sin punishes him with punishment and punishment))) [20]. Ibn Faris (T. After something, it is his result, and the results of everything else.)) [21]

Second: Punishment as a convention
The sayings of the jurists differed in the same meaning in defining the punishment in conventional terms. I also learned that: ((The pain that afflicts a person deserves a felony)) [23]. Some contemporary scholars defined it as follows: ((The punishment is set in favor of the worshipers for disobeying the street order)) [24]. These definitions are close in meaning, although they differ in terms of terminology. Perhaps the first definition of Mawardi (d.: 450 AH) is the best of these definitions. Informing him of the prescribed penalty in exchange for committing prohibitions
and abandoning duties. The punishment is, in fact, a crime set by God Almighty to deter people from leaving what is commanded and committing forbidden actions. Punishments in Islamic law are divided into specific and limited penalties, and non-ratified penalties, and the first is divided into three sections: the first section: border punishments, and includes border crimes, including: punishment for adultery, defamation of death, punishment for drinking, punishment for theft, spears of death, and punishment for slander. The second topic: Penalties for retribution and blood money, which are the penalties prescribed for crimes of self-assault and less. These are: the penalty for premeditated murder, the penalty for semi-intentional murder, the penalty for premeditated murder, and the punishment for intentional assault on someone other than oneself. The third topic: Penalties for atonement, namely: established penalties for some self-assault crimes. The scholars are agreed that manslaughter is obligatory, and they differed as to whether it is obligatory and semi-intentional killing. The second punishments are not appreciated and are called discretionary punishments: They are punishments imposed on crimes that the street does not inflict in its discretion, so its appreciation remains with the guardian.

The fourth branch: the concept of text in language and convention
No: the language of the text: it has many connotations in the Arabic language, such as the Qasaa, the absolute, and the movement. Appointment and arrest. However, these different meanings are nothing but metaphors; the original meaning rises and emerges.

Ibn Manzur (d. 711 AH) says: ((The text: You set up something, the text of the hadith: He raised it, and wrote everything that was revealed ... and the original text is the ultimate. And the thing)) [25]
And it says in Taj al-Arous: “The original text: raising you and showing something, it is from raising and appearing, and from it the stage ... something, and all of that is a borrowing from the text. Meaning lifting and appearing)) [26]

Second, the text term of Al-Ghazali may compute the text with common definitions of scholars called in three ways: The first aspect: what Al-Shafi’i launched, as he called al-Zahir a text, and it applies to the language, and there is no objection to it. It is in the Shari'a, and the text in the language means to appear. The second aspect: it is the most famous. Unless it is discussed with the possibility at all, neither near nor far, like the five, for example, because it is a text in its meaning that does not tolerate the six or the four and the rest of the preparation. The third aspect: the expression in a text that does not mention an acceptable possibility supported by the evidence [27]. And because the text has many meanings in different sciences, the phrase can be pronounced and used in it, as in the Arabic language, and the explicit word that carries only one meaning is pronounced and referred to with connotations in the fundamentals of jurisprudence.

The second requirement: rooting this rule from legal evidence
And search for it on branches
The first branch: the rooting of the rule from the Holy Quran
There are many verses from the Noble Qur’an which indicate the justice of God Almighty in his creation, and that he does not torture anyone until after he sends him a messenger to warn and warn him. So that there is no evidence for it, and the Almighty has explained this meaning in many verses, including: 1- The saying of God Almighty: (He tormented us) or until we send a messenger ([29], and this verse talks about that the torment of God cannot be inflicted upon a nation or group of them or even a person without that. It will be an argument and a statement of the messengers and prophets assigned to him (peace be upon them). God Almighty does not punish or punish anyone, before the controversy against him is completed, and before he clarifies his mandate, then at the beginning God places his orders and prohibitions on people, and if they abide by them and obey,
happiness will reach them in this world and the hereafter, and if they disobey and disobey and do not abide by the commands of the Lord and prohibitions. Then you will be tormented, then it will lead to their destruction. Sheikh Al-Tusi (tel.: 460 AH): (And we said) He tormented us until we sent us bowing (it was reported by God that no one is punished for his sins, for him and to guide us to his behavior, cultivating him in arguments, you use if you meet Reason 3 and you need to listen to the right, be sure to remove the command and uncertainty that is necessary for the server)) [30]. The narrator's investigator (d: 1209 AH) said: ((He tortured us until we sent a messenger, and he and his methods of permissibility of command and permissibility of action before resurrection, which is a phenomenon that is not hidden, and also after the dispatch of the messengers, because there is no doubt about their actions and their actions, and before the mission of the messengers was in order not to The assignment reached them, and there is no doubt that this matter, although there is no text in it, is present after the mission as well)) [31]. As we were tortured, we were sending a messenger. [32] The verse indicates that duty is not achieved until after the emergence of Sharia [33]. There is a discussion among the commentators about the type of torture intended here, and whether it is a kind of torment that occurs in this world or in the Hereafter, or is it a torment (eradication), i.e. general demolition. A torment like the flood of Noah, for example? [34]. and the author of Tafsir al-Bahr chose the first ocean, and said: ((The torment of exile in this verse is a punishment in this world and the hereafter, as evidenced by the words of the Almighty: (If we want to destroy a wealthy)). A village, then stick to it. [35] While others went to it. The meaning of torture in the verse, because the penalty for circumcision came in the interpretation of Hafiz al-Din al-Nasfi (d.: 537 AH): ((Or we were tortured until we sent a messenger (and it is not correct for us to afflict some people with a torment rooted in this world only after he has sent them a messenger who makes the case ))) [36], and the author of the opinion went and said: ((May God have mercy on him extensively and care for him) do not punish people with severe eradication, which is the torment of the world, except after he sent a messenger to warn them of him and that he should punish him except for his mercy. Mercy is exaggerated, so preaching is the argument after the argument. Punishment is inflicted as the saying of God: oma He tormented us until we sent a messenger ([37] He denied the occurrence of torture not because it is permissible. The verse - as you can see - does not lead to the conclusion of the judgment of reason with the ugliness of punishment without explanation. The punishment of eradication is only after he sends them a messenger and confirms the argument for them and knocks them with the statement after the statement. [38] The apparent meaning of the verse indicates absolutely, and in that case all kinds of joy Father, and reinforces this verse, it says about the torment of the Hereafter: “Kill the regiment, who is storing the pain, you are a harbinger, and he said: Yes, he came to us, and he said an ominous one, so he denied us what God has revealed from him ([39]) And what the times of the general recitation took place in it, it interferes with those who recite [40].

2 - The Almighty’s saying: (We have sent a messenger in every nation to worship God the Most High and despair of tyrants.) [41] And the meaning of this verse is that God (the Almighty) did not perish except by mentioning a warning and warning in a legal text. Muhammad bin Jarir al-Tabari (d.310 AH) said: ((The Almighty said: We have sent people to you in every nation, we have presented you with a messenger as we have sent you, to worship God alone without a partner and warn that he will seduce you and prevent you from the path of God, so you will deceive you by inflicting upon them his affliction that does not turn away from him. The people of criminals)) [42]. Sheikh Al-Tusi (d.: 460 AH) stated in the interpretation of the previous verse: (((God told His Prophet)), may God’s prayers and peace be upon him and his family (May God bless him and
grant him peace), that he sent a messenger in every nation from the previous nations. In order to "associate with God," that is, he commanded them to worship God alone without a partner. Although they avoid worshiping the idol who worships everyone without God. And it was said: The name Satan’s idol has the meaning (to avoid) the temptation of Satan, and all farewell calls to corruption.... and delusion - here - that is intended to return from Heaven, and God has called punishment as a delusion. 43] God Almighty has indicated that His Sunnah in His servants is to send messengers to them, and He has commanded them to worship God and forbade them. He added in the delusion of the stubborn and seductive, like good food, as it benefits and strengthens the natural mood, harms the deviant and removes it, so he said: We have sent in every nation. All that calls for aberration ... and punishment is a delusion, such as saying: “Criminals are astray.” Fame [45].

3- Saying of the Almighty :) Messengers, Evangelists and Missionaries: (Glory be to Him, in this verse is the truthfulness of NH. Every argument must be cut off to some extent by sending messengers from missionaries to learn Paradise and vow their stick in Hell. Sheikh Tusi (Tel: 460 AH) in the interpretation of this verse: And the appreciation of the sending of these prophets sent to the birth of the worshipers missionaries was a substitute from the Attani and the sincerity of the messenger (Omniran) means afraid of my punishment from disobedience and against my command. And the apostles lied so that people would not be an argument against God after the messengers) (46). And Sheikh Al-Tabarsi (d.: 548 AH) said: (They said: Muhammad mentioned him and preferred him by speaking to them, they were sent to Heaven with exhortation and reward for those who believed and obeyed.) And (We remember with fire and the torment of those who disbelieved and disobeyed so that people would not have an argument against God after the messengers): You have not betrayed We have a messenger, and if you were sent, we would have believed in you as the Almighty said to him in another verse by saying: (They said, Our Lord had not sent us a messenger) (47) And Al-Zuhaili said: ((This revelation is from the Qur’an). The previous heavenly books: It is mercy from God is upon His servants, and from His mercy is that He does not punish anyone except after a statement, and He does not punish a soul until after the Messenger has been appointed and sent, and after him. Verifying the existence of the mind that is the subject of assignment)) [48]

4-(verses :) Oh book came down to the blessed and followed him, and you fear that you will obtain the mercy that you say. . With what happened. [49] So God Almighty indicated in these verses that He revealed His book to His Prophet, the Mukhtar Muhammad, may God’s prayers be upon him and his family, so that he would not say: The action of the polytheists does not come down to us as a book, so we followed it and we did not enjoin it and did not do it, so there is no excuse for us in that What is the argument of the two sects that were revealed to them The book is before us and they are the Jews and the Jews. The Christians, glory be to God, indicated that the Holy Qur’an was only revealed for an excuse and to remove the problem, so he said that the meaning is said: It is makrooh to say that the book was revealed to a doctrine before us, that is: two groups are the Jews and the Christians, and if you want what I want from us, the book came down to us as it was revealed On them, the Almighty said: He brought you evidence from your Lord, meaning: a clear argument and a clear indication, which is the Qur’an [50]. There are many of its verses that indicate that God Almighty has sent prophets and messengers as preachers with every judgment and event, and this is clear evidence of this legal rule.

The second branch: the indication of the noble Sunnah on the rule: ((There is no crime and no punishment except with a text))

There are many narrations in the noble Sunnah according to al-Qaeda, and perhaps the most important of these narrations are the following:

1. On the authority of the Prophet Muhammad, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him
and his family and companions, on the authority of Salman al-Farisi: “The Messenger of God, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him and his family.” He was asked about ghee, cheese and furs, and he said: A in what is permissible, what God has permitted in his book, and what God has forbidden in His book, and is silent about it, so he pardons, and so is the prohibition. Speaking, and being silent about him, he is pardoned, so his silence does not include a hadith on the subject, and he did not prevent him from speaking to him, so he showed that what he kept silent about is neither sin nor punishment, so what is the indication of the rule is clearer.

2. What Ibn Abbas narrated in his narration, he said: ((The people of Jahiliyya used to eat and go out to enter them, so God Almighty sent his Prophet, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him and his family and companions. I find what was forbidden to me until the end of the verse)) [52]. This hadith clarifies the meaning of the concept of Al Qaeda. In order for the act to be permissible, it must contain a legal text, as well as the forbidden act, and thus there is neither penalty nor crime except with legal evidence.

3. Imam Al-Sadiq, may God bless him and grant him peace: (((Everything that is in you, peace and blessings be upon him, is permissible until I know that it has a specific prohibition ... and everything is on this until it appears to others from evidence or drama)) [53]. These two hadiths are clear indications of the principle of neither crime nor punishment except by text.

4. What was narrated on the authority of Abu Al-Darda’ from his narration, he said: (The Messenger of God may God’s prayers and peace is upon him and his family and companions, said: God commanded you to do. A duty and an obligation not to do it. You waste it and set limits for you so do not transgress it and do not remain silent about things. Without forgetting, do not accuse her of mercy from the Lord, accept it.)) [54] Similarly, Abu Al-Thalabah’s sentiments are similar to the sentiments of the Messenger of God, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him and his family and his companions, saying: ((God has imposed obligations, do not limit them, and the limits of the limits do not violate them, and prohibitions, do not deny them. And do not keep quiet about matters as a mercy for you, so do not forget them, so do. Do not search for them.)) [55] The Commander of the Faithful (peace is upon him) narrated on the authority of Ali bin Rabia: Emma M said Ali (peace is upon him). Peace is upon him. These accounts point to conclusive evidence of al-Qaeda's existence. This is because God Almighty has imposed on us our duties, and has commanded us not to waste them, just as He forbade things and commanded us not to go beyond them, otherwise torment will befall us, and we remain silent on what is permissible. Our.

5. Al-Imam Al-Sadiq (peace be upon him): (((Everything that is absolute until the prohibition)) [57]. Evidence of what is needed is clear.

The third branch: the indication of the legal assets of al-Qaeda

The legal principles can be inferred through scholars’ research on the ruling on actions before the mission of the Holy Prophet, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him and his family and his companions, in what was not mentioned in a legal text. Is it the origin of adornment or holiness? If the original is jewelry, then the content of the rule proves violating whether authenticity is prohibited. The scholars differed in their research on the principle of principle in matters of three sayings:

First: He who said that the original principle is permissibility

Tolerance has been achieved among the Imami jurists on the meaning of authenticity in
permissibility. There is no dispute about it, nor forms of peace with them, so age is upon them. It is no secret to anyone that he may express the ruling on the validity of permissibility and the discrepancy in terms [58]. In Mi’raj Al-Usul it says: ((The inference of the Shari’a on the permissibility, which is two things: the Qur’an and the consensus ... As for the consensus: because the people of the Sharia do not make the mistake of those who initiate something of the suspicions, whether they know the permission in it from the Sharia or it is unknown and does not oblige them to it, and when eating it From eating and drinking he knows the characteristics of its permissibility, and excuses it to many .. If he eats it without knowing it is forbidden, and if it is forbidden, he hastens to commit it until he knows the permission)) [59] this is the view of most of the Hanbalis [60], al-Sanabur [61] and some of the Shafi’is [62]. Those who said that the basic principle is that it is permissible in the Qur’an and Sunnah:

A- From the Holy Quran

1. (verse:) I created for you in all the earth [63], the speech of all people to the opening verse by saying:) Oh people, worship your Lord ... What is on earth by the grace and grace of God?
2. (Verse :) Say: I do not find what was revealed to the forbidden ((65)) then the original permissible and the prohibition excluded.
3. And the Almighty says: ‘Say whoever forbade [66], for denying the prohibition implies that it is not forbidden, and if the sanctity is lifted, the permissibility is proven [67]

There are many verses in the Qur’an indicating that a person’s duty is permissible unless there is evidence from the street that it is crowded, but we are filled with this amount for fear of prolongation.

B - From the pure Sunnah: Those who say that it is permissible quoted several hadiths, including

The legal principles can be inferred through scholars’ research on the ruling on actions before the mission of the Holy Prophet, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him and his family and his companions, in what was not mentioned in a legal text. Is it the origin of adornment or holiness? If the original is jewelry, then the content of the rule proves a violation if the originality is prohibited. The scholars differed in their research on the principle of assets in three sayings:

First: Whoever said that the principle is permissibility?

Tolerance has been achieved among the Imami jurists in the sense of authenticity in permissibility. There is no disagreement about that, nor are the forms of peace with them, so the age is upon them. It is no secret to anyone that it is permissible for him to express his ruling on the validity of the passport and its difference [58]. It says in Mi’raj Al-Usul: ((The inference of the Shari’a on the permissibility, namely: the Qur’an and the consensus ... As for the consensus: because the people of the Sharia do that. Whoever initiates something of suspicions is not mistaken, whether he knows the permission of it from the Sharia or is unknown and does not oblige him to it. Eating it from eating and drinking knows the characteristics of its permissibility. He excuses many people. .. If he ate it without knowing it is forbidden, and if it is forbidden, he should hasten to commit it until he knows the permission)) [59] this is the saying of most of the Hanbalis [60] and the Sanabur (61) and some of the Shafi’is [62]. And whoever said: The basic principle is that it is permissible in the Qur’an and Sunnah:

A- From the Holy Quran

1. (verse :) I created for you in all the earth ([63], the speech of all people in the opening verse by saying:) O people, worship your Lord ... What is on the earth by the grace and grace of God?
2. (verse :) Say: I do not find what was revealed to the forbidden ((65)), then the original is permissible and the prohibition is excluded.
3. (And the Almighty says: ‘Say whoever forbade (66), in denying the prohibition indicates that it is not forbidden, and if the
sanctity is lifted, the permissibility is proven (67)

There are many verses in the Qur’an which indicate the permissibility of a person’s duty, unless there is evidence from the street that it are crowded, but we are so full for fear of prolongation.

**Third : Those who say the endowment and their evidence**

The author of the provisions of the Qur’an said in the argument of waqf: “Say that I saw what God has revealed ([79]) in this verse is evidence of what is permissible and forbidden by God Almighty. [80]

**Fourth: The chosen saying from these sayings**

He said: The basic principle is that it is permissible: and this is for a number of things, including: Some scholars narrated that there is consensus on this saying, and the strength of its legal evidence. And with this, the ruling is proven after the permissibility is proven.

**Fourth requirement: applications of the rule of jurisprudence**

There are three branches of research in this research.

**The first branch: applications of al-Qaeda in border crimes**

And the most effective rule (no crime and no punishment except by text) lies in the accurate application of Sharia to the content of this rule in hudud crimes, and this is clear from tracking these crimes, and five of them will be dealt with. With:

1. In adultery, the Almighty said: He does not come close to fornication, immorality and evil. ([81]) This is the first part (there is no crime and no punishment except by the text), an application of the second part of al-Qaeda, and in a hadith on the authority of Muhammad bin Qais. The sheikh and the sheikh are one hundred and upon the missionaries.

2. In the crime of defamation, the Almighty said: ‘Whoever accuses chaste women and then did not bring four martyrs, then they flogged you eighty lashes and did not accept their testimony. Degree.

3. Concerning the crime of drinking alcohol, the Almighty said: ‘O he who believes but wine, goodness, statues and slogans, are ugly from the work of Satan.” [85] And in the narration of Ataa ibn Sayara on the authority of al-Baqir, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him: (The Messenger of God, may God bless him and grant him peace, said: (God said, may God bless him and his family)) Every intoxicant is wine) [86] These texts and others confirm the prohibition of alcohol and its drinker. And his punishment, as the whipping of the street was limited to that.

4. In the crime of theft, God Almighty says: “The thief and the thief cut off their hands as a reward for their abortion from God, and God Almighty [88].

5. Regarding the crime of banditry, he says: Shame in this world and in the Hereafter is a great punishment for them. ([89] This ruling prohibits thievery and the pursuit of corruption on earth, and determines in this crime death or exile, murder and cutting steel according to its severity and size. In sum, there is no crime in these hudud crimes except forbidden and punishable, Rather, Sharia defined the penalties for hudud crimes and defined them precisely, leaving the judge not free to choose someone else.

**Second: Applications of al-Qaeda in crimes of retribution and blood money**

The most effective rule (no crime and no punishment except with a text) in crimes of retribution and blood money lies in the precise application of Islamic law to this rule in this category of crimes, and there is no evidence for this to be included. Among the texts mentioned in these crimes, and the crimes punishable by revenge are: murder Intentional aggression, intentional damage to organs, and intentional wounding. As for the offenses punishable in the first place, they are crimes of retribution if the perpetrator abstains from retribution. Of retribution or refraining from retribution for a
legitimate reason or legal impediment such as insanity or a minor, then semi-intentional killing, unlawful killing and damaging limbs by mistake and injury Error.

**And the crimes punishable**

1 - Killing by aggression: In killing, the Almighty says: Do not kill the soul that God has forbidden except for the truth and killing the oppressed. We have made the guardian not mocked in a murder that was victorious. If a female responds to him from his brother and his followers by offering him kindly, then you’re Lord and his mercy will be pleased with him. Then the torment of Allam attacks him. Ibn Lih Al-Hajjaj with said: I heard Ibn Abi Layla say: ((The blood money in the pre-Islamic era was a hundred camels, and the Messenger of God, may God's prayers be upon him and his family, agreed on it)) [94] And on the authority of Abu Al-Sabah, Al-Kinani narrated on the authority of Abu Abdullah (peace be upon him) s. : ((We asked him as the father of a man who strikes a man with a stick and did not give it up until he died. Is it intended for me to kill him? So he said: Yes, and he leaves it to tamper with, but it is permitted by the sword)) [95], and these texts prohibit premeditated murder, and make his punishment a punishment unless If the guardian of the murdered pardoned his punishment, then the penalty shall be blood. Money is a hundred camels or the equivalent. In semi-intentional killing, blood money is proven. This is evidenced by a hadith on the authority of Abdullah bin Sinan, with his chain of transmission, he said: ((I heard Abu Abdullah Peace be upon him says: The Commander of the Faithful, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him, said: An almost intentional mistake that is killed with a whip, stick, or stones: This blood money is getting thicker, and it is a hundred camels ... and the mistake is thirty fair girls, thirty girls. Bonn, twenty girls in labor, and twenty of Labon's sons, male)) [96]. This text prohibits semi-premeditated murder and is punishable by bediya. Likewise, in vain murder, the Almighty said: (As for the believer to kill a believer by mistake, and whoever kills a believer by mistake, the believer is the believer and the believer is a slave. [97]) these two provisions forbid wrongful killing and they are punished with a Bediya.

2 - Intentionally sabotaging the limbs: In the crime of deliberately sabotaging and deliberately injuring the limbs, the Almighty says: (You have life in the novel, O most children, until you fear [98]) And God Almighty says: And if you are punished, then you are punished in the same way as you were punished, and because your patience is good For the sick. [99] The Almighty says: We wrote to them self-respect, an eye for an eye, a nose, an ear, a nose, an ear, a tooth for a tooth and wounds as a result of what he thinks. They are atonement for him, and those who did not make up for what God has revealed are their fast [(100)], and the Almighty says: (And if you do punish, He will punish you, because your patience is better for the servant. He said: He said: It is… like premeditated murder and surgery where retribution is wrong, murder and blood money surgery is wrong. ”(102) These texts are explicit in prohibiting the loss of organs and wounds, and the punishment in the case of intentional retribution and blood money in the case of error, and it is clear from the above that c- a crime Retribution and parental punishment came in the Islamic Shari’a defined by actions. Islamic Sharia has explicitly stipulated these penalties in a way that does not leave even the judge with the freedom to choose or estimate the punishment, and every duty he has to inflict the prescribed punishment if it is proven to him that the perpetrator is the perpetrator.

**Third: the applications of al-Qaeda in discretionary crimes**

The effect of this rule on discretionary crimes is evident through the strict application of Islamic law on the basis of neither crime nor punishment except by a stipulation in discretionary crimes and discretionary crimes. They are crimes for which no punishment was stipulated in the Qur’an and Sunnah. Rather, the matter of estimating them was left to the guardian in light of the public interest and the scale of the crime, but Sharia did not apply this rule. In the way it is applied in hudud
crimes, or crimes of retribution and parentage, and he did not adhere to the narrow limits that he restricted in applying the rule to those crimes, but Sharia expanded the application of the rule to crimes of retribution and blood money. Consolation to some extent. For the general interest and nature require this expansion. Discretionary crimes are among the crimes specified in the Holy Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Prophet, and their punishment has not been specified.

1. The crime of espionage stipulated in the verse (and espionage) [103].
2. The crime of false testimony stipulated in the Almighty’s saying: Avoiding the abomination of idols and avoiding speaking lies [104], and crimes of hadd punishment or retribution whose conditions are not fulfilled as a crime of adultery if not proven. Acknowledgment of four witnesses and the crime of theft if the money does not reach the quorum, and the crime of murder if the guardian waives the qisas by blood. Each such crime does not apply to it the specified penalty, but the penalty of ta’zir is estimated by the father’s order.

Conclusion
It is clear from what we have said that Islamic Sharia has advanced the revenues with texts that affirm the rule (not a crime and not only a text of punishment). In the provisions of public law, he enjoins justice and charity and forbids injustice only, but it is based on specific and explicit texts in this sense, as in the Almighty saying: (We are punishment until we send a messenger). [105] And it is clear from this noble verse that there is no crime and no punishment unless someone warns that God punished people for their rulings before sending the messengers. Likewise the narrations of verses and many narrations rooted in that rule, such as narrated on the authority of Ali ibn Rabi’a to the Commander of the Faithful. About things and he did not forget them, so do not take them for granted)) [106] and likewise the inference of the legal basis (the principle in permissible) for establishing the rule according to Sharia.

The most important of the results in this rule were reflected in two things
The first thing: there is no retroactive effect of the texts of the crime, meaning that criminalization is a warning to individuals of what is forbidden to them. The warning is not only for the future, and in this came the verse: (Let it be a gift and God will revenge it against it), and this is what is known today as the rule of non-retroactivity of the provisions of incrimination, i.e. the law. The second matter: adherence to the statement in the criminalization texts: meaning that the holy law must be clear in the criminalization of both parts - that is, counting the act of the crime and determining the punishment for it - it is not sufficient for the Holy Street to limit the acts that it considers crimes. But you must know every crime and explain its components and conditions, as it moves away from ambiguity and denies ignorance. In the case of referring on the other hand to the penalty that has been specified for it, taking into account in this statement the definition of its nature or type, its amount, or how it is estimated Because it is incorrect, in terms of punishment for an act or action, unless it contains all the elements that make it applicable to describing what is stipulated in the sacred law. Hence, it is not a criminal offense and E. No E. Known is punishable under a legal provision issued prior to the commission of the act, and is not enforceable retroactively; because the original in LASH J passport is useful.
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